Introduction.
Several years ago, there appeared a number of solutions to the problem of characterizing the space of continuous real-valued functions on a compact (bicompact Hausdorff) space using only concepts that are defined in a Banach space. (See [3] (J), [5] , [9] .) Given a real Banach space, B, the problem was to find necessary and sufficient conditions on B in order that there exist a compact space X such that B is equivalent to the space B(X) of continuous functions on X, where the usual norm ||/|| =supIgx |/(*0| is used in B(X). The essential feature in the equivalence of any two Banach spaces is the isometry of the spaces, and since the metric properties of a space are determined by the shape of its unit sphere, the conditions appear generally as conditions on the unit sphere of B or of its conjugate space B*. One of the necessary conditions given by Arens and Kelley [3] is that B have property zA (see definition 2.1). Roughly speaking, the condition is that a collection of faces of the unit sphere of B will have a nonempty intersection unless the collection has faces that are approximately antipodal. The main result of this paper is a representation of a Banach space with property zA as a set of functions. Let X be a compact space and a an involutory homeomorphism of X, that is, a=a~l. A Banach space has property zA if and only if it is equivalent to the space B"(X) of continuous functions on X satisfying the relation f[o~(x)]=-f(x) for all x in X. This result enables us to omit one of the conditions from the theorem of Arens and Kelley, and also to characterize the Banach space of functions that vanish at infinity on a locally compact space.
2. Property zA. Throughout this paper, B will denote a real Banach space and S the surface of the unit sphere of B. If C is a subset and b an element of B, then d(b, C) =infcgc \\b -c\\. We will have occasion to use MooreSmith limits, and the terminology of [2] will be used for this purpose. A directed set is a class of elements {a} together with a transitive relation > with the property that for every ah a2 there exists a such that a>cti and a>a2. A function from a directed set to a collection M will be called a directed system of elements of M. If X" is a directed system of real numbers, X«->X means, for each e>0 there exists ae such that |X -X"| <e for all a>at.
Definition.
A Banach space satisfying the following condition is Spaces having property zA will be studied with the aid of certain concepts introduced by Myers [9] . A T-set is a subset, T, of a Banach space, B, which is maximal with respect to the property that X^<=i ||¿i|| HI ¿C*-i ¿>ll whenever ¿i, ¿2, • • ■ , tnET. It is easy to see that a subset of 5 is maximally convex if, and only if, it is the intersection with S of a P-set of B. Thus, given a P-set, T, there is a unique maximal convex subset C of S, namely, C=TC\S, such that P= {Xc|X^0, cEC}. It follows from Zorn's lemma that each element of B is contained in at least one P-set, or equivalently, each element of 5 is contained in at least one maximal convex subset of S.
With each P-set, P, of B there is associated a functional Ft defined as FT(b)=mit&T (\\b+t\\-\\t\\).
2.2 Lemma. The functional FT has the following properties: The proof of this lemma is contained in [9] . The correspondence between P-sets of B and maximal convex subsets of 5 leads us to expect that property zA can be reformulated in terms of P-sets. Such a formulation is given in the next definition, although the proof that it is equivalent to property zA will not be completed until after the main theorem (3.5) has been proved. We will denote the zero element of B by 9.
2.3 Definition. A Banach space B satisfying the following condition is said to have property zA'\ If A is a collection of P-sets of S whose only common element is 9, then there exist directed systems P~ , TJ' £A such that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. We prove here only that zA implies zA'.
'Let F be a F-set of B, and C=T(~\S. For any bEB and t, toET, \\b + t\\ -||¿|| ^ ||*o + *|| -||6 -to\\ -||*|| = ||*o|| -\\b -*o||.
It follows that FT(b) ^||*o|| -1|&-¿o||. for all toET, and in particular, for all toEC. Therefore,
Suppose A is a collection of F-sets of B whose only common element is d.
LetT = {C\ C= Tf~\S, TEA}. Then f| {C\ CET} = 0, and if B has property c/f, there exist directed systems CJ, Câ' ET such that for each bEB with ||&|| ál, and each e>0, there is an ae such that
foralla>at. If T¿ = {Xc| cECl, X^O} and similarly F0",then TJ, F"" EA,
and for all «>-«"
Thus, F"'(F)+F""(*j)-^0 for each b satisfying ||&||^1. By Lemma 2.2(d), this holds for all bEB. (2) We will use the same symbol to denote both the set consisting of a single element and the element itself.
3. Representation of spaces with property zA. Let X be a compact space and a an involutory homeomorphism of X. The set Ba(X) of continuous functions on X satisfying the relation b[o~(x)] --b(x) for all x in X is a complete linear subspace of B(X). The next lemma will be useful in constructing functions that are in B"(X). For example, it is an immediate consequence of the lemma that if cr is not the identity map, then B"(X) contains functions that are not identically zero.
3.1 Lemma. If P is a closed set in X and PC\o~(P) = 0, then there exists an open set UDP stich that Uf^cr( U) = 0.
Proof. Since X is a normal space, there are open sets U', V, such that U'DP, V'Z)o-(P), and UT\V' = 0. The set U=U'n<r(V) satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
In the next few lemmas, we will extend to BC(X) some known properties of the space B(X).
3.2 Lemma. 7,e¿ E be a linear subspace of B(X). If C is a maximal convex subset of the surface of the unit sphere of E, then there exist xEX and e= +1 such that C = {b| bEE, \\b\\ = 1, b(x) = e}. Equivalently, if Tis a T-set of E, then T={b\bEE, &(*)=e|Hll-Proof. By hypothesis, Cis a convex subset of the surface of the unit sphere of B(X), and it follows from Zorn's lemma that there is a maximal convex subset C containing C. For the set C, it is known (see [3] , for example) that there are x E X and e= +1 such that C = {b\bEB(X), \\b\\ =1, b(x)=e}.
Since C is maximally convex in the surface of the unit sphere of E, C=CT\E = {b\bEE, ||ö||=l, b(x)=e}. The result for P-sets follows from the fact that some C, T= {Xc|X^0, cEC}.
As distinguished from the situation in B(X), a set {i|||ô||=T, b(x)=e} need not be a maximal convex subset of the surface of the unit sphere of a proper subspace, and if it is maximally convex, x and e need not be unique. 
Since b(x)^ß-o>0 when xEÜ, it follows that Z7fV(Z7)=0. Hence the sets where c is defined overlap only in U-Uand <r(Z7) -<r(U). On the former, we have f(x) =ß -5 = ô(x), and on the latter, -f[a(x)] = -(ß -5)=b(x). Thus, c is defined uniquely for each xEX, and since it is continuous on each of a finite number of closed sets whose union is X, it is continuous on all of X.
It is clear that cEC. Now, if xEÜ,
Therefore \\c-b\\^X-ß + 5. We It will be useful to consider the space B* conjugate to B, that is, the space of all bounded linear functionals on B. B* is itself a Banach space, with the norm of FEB* given by ||p|| =supn&||gi | F(b)\. This norm will be used only to single out the unit sphere, 2= {FEP*| ||f|| ál}. When we speak of a topology in B* we will always mean the weak* topology. A neighborhood of FoEB* in this topology is a set of the form
An equivalent definition (see [2] ) is that a directed system Fa converges to F if and only if the system of real numbers Fa(b) converges to F(b) for each bEB. In this topology, S is compact, and for fixed b, F(b) is a continuous function on 2.
3.5 Theorem.
In order that a Banach space B have property zA, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a compact space X and an involutory horneo- erty zA' asserts the existence of directed systems P« , P"" EA such that P« (b) + Fa" (6)-»0 for all bEB. Since X is compact, the set { F i } has a cluster point x'EX. But a(x') is then a cluster point of the set {F'J}, and we have x' and <r(x') both in P, or x'EPl^cr(P), contrary to assumption. It follows from the next lemma that cp(B) =B,(X), and thus the proof of the theorem is completed. The lemma is of the nature of the generalizations of the Weierstrass approximation theorem given by Stone and others (see [6] and [12]) for rings or lattices of continuous functions. Arens and Kelley [3] have essentially the same result for the Banach space B(X). If X has more than one fixed point under the involution cr, then the space X' obtained by identifying all the fixed points in X and the homeomorphism o' of X' onto itself induced by c in the obvious manner have the property that Ba* (X') is equivalent to B"(X), although X and X' need not be homeomorphic.
It is not difficult to construct examples of spaces X and X' that are not homeomorphic, have the same number of fixed points under their respective involutions <r and a', and such that Ba(X) is equivalent to Ba'(X'), provided there are at least two fixed points. But the fixed points are the only source of difficulty.
Theorem.
If X and X' are compact spaces, or and a' are involutory homeomorphisms of X and X' respectively, both having either no fixed point or exactly one fixed point, and Ba(X) is equivalent to B"'(X'), then there exists a homeomorphism t of X onto X' such that o-= t~íu't.
[January This theorem may be proved along the lines of the proofs of the BanachStone theorem in [3] or (in generalized form) in [9] . The following lemma is needed in the latter proof. We will also have use for it later. Proof. If B has property zA, then it is equivalent to the space Ba(X), where X is the closure in B* of the set Y of functionals Ft, and a is the mapping that takes each functional into its negative. Thus, the elements of B may be considered as functions on X. If e is an extreme point of S, then \e(x)\ =1 for all xEY, by Lemma 4.2, and hence for all xEX. Let Z= {x|xEA", e(x) = X\. Z is closed and, therefore, compact. Since ZC\a(Z) = 0 and Z\Ja(Z)=X, every continuous function on Z can be extended uniquely to an element of B,(X). It follows that B(Z) is equivalent to B"(X), and so also to B.
The converse is contained in Arens and Kelley's theorem.
5. The functions that vanish at infinity on a locally compact space. 5.1 Definition.
Let Z be a locally compact (Hausdorff) space. A continuous real-valued function / on Z is said to vanish at infinity if for each e>0 there exists a compact set QEZ such that \f(z)\ <e for zEQ-
The set of such functions forms a Banach space under the usual definitions, and it will be denoted by BX(Z). If Z happens to be compact, then according to the definition, BK(Z) coincides with B(Z). Otherwise, Z may be imbedded in a compact space X whose points are those of Z together with one additional point x", the "point at infinity." A neighborhood of x" is defined as the complement of any compact set in Z. Under the natural correspondence, BX(Z) is equivalent to the subspace {b\ bEB(X), b(xoe) =0} (3). A characterization of the space of continuous functions that vanish at infinity on a locally compact space was given by Abdelhaj' [l] using properties of rings and lattices. We characterize it here as a Banach space. But it follows from the hypothesis that sup^n F(b) =||i||, and therefore, 2Cö'. Since 2 is closed and convex, we have 2 = Í2'. And by a theorem of Milman [8] , every extreme point of W is contained in the closure of Q. 5.4 Theorem. A Banach space B is equivalent to the space of functions that vanish at infinity on a locally compact space if and only if B has property zA and the extreme points of the unit sphere of the conjugate space B* lie in two separated sets that are diametrically opposite each other.
Proof. Let B be equivalent to BX(Z). Let Z' be a homeomorphic copy of Z, and let Y be the space obtained by considering Z and Z' as separated sets. F is locally compact and can be imbedded in a compact space X = Y\JxK as described above. An involutionar is defined onJ as follows: a maps Z onto Z' by the homeomorphic mapping that was assumed to exist, and it maps Z' onto Z by the inverse of that mapping; a(xx) =x00. It is easy to see that B"(Z) is equivalent to Ba(X), and thus we may identify the space B with B"(X). By Theorem 3.5, B has property zA. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8, it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of Y and the F-sets of B given by T(y) = {t\tEB, t(y)=\\t\\). Moreover (Lemma 3.4), b(y) = F¡t(B)(¿>) for all yEY and bEB. The topology in B* was defined so that the mapping*: X-*B* given hysir(y) =Fro/). yEY, and Sfix«,) =0* (the zero of B*) is a homeomorphism, and by Lemma 5.2,^(y) is an extreme point of 2 for each yEY. Since every element of B is contained in some F-set, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that all the extreme points of 2 are contained in the closure of ^f(Y). But X is compact, and therefore ^(X) is closed. 14'(x00) is certainly not an extreme point of 2, so that ^t(Y) coincides with the set of extreme points of 2. Now Y = Z{JZ' with Z and Z' separated.
It follows that*(F) =*(Z)U*(Z') with*(Z) and^(Z') separated, and it is clear from the definition of the involution a that*(Z) is diametrically opposite ^(Z'). Conversely, if B has property zA, then B is equivalent to a space BC(X), where X is a compact subset of 2. By Lemma 5.3, X contains all of the extreme points of 2. Let Z and Z' be separated subsets of 2 that are diametrically opposite each other and whose union is the set of extreme points of 2. By Lemma 5.2, every functional Ft is in Z'UZ'. But according to Lemma 3.8, every point of X is a functional Ft, except d*, if 0* happens to be in X. Therefore X -d* = Z\JZ'. Since X is compact and Z and Z' are separated, Z and Z' are locally compact. It is clear that if bEBc(X), then, considered as a function on Z only, b vanishes at infinity. Also, if / is a continuous function (4) A set of this form is called regularly convex (see [7] ). According to a result of F. Gantmacher (see [10] ), a bounded subset of B* is regularly convex if and only if it is convex and compact in the weak* topology. It follows that the convex closure of Í1 has the given form. that vanishes at infinity on Z, then there is a unique bEBa(X) such that f(z) =b(z) for all zEZ; namely, the function b defined as b(z) =f(z) if zEZ, b(z') =-f[cr(z')] if z'EZ', and if 9*EX, 6(0*) =0. We have, thus, a one-toone correspondence between BX(Z) and BC(X)=B which is obviously an equivalence.
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